Welcome -
In attendance - Diana Payne (teacher), Katie Clark (teacher), Vanessa Park (parent), Amber Elliott (parent), Holly North (parent), Kylie Jones (parent), Nicole Porter (parent), Teri Daynes (principal), Sherry Talbert (grandparent), Brenda Shamo (parent), Nicole McDermott (Granite Board member), Garrett York (vice-principal)  Excused: Chantel Olsen (parent)

Approved minutes from May 2019

Rules of order and procedures from the Community Council handbook were approved to be adopted. Highlighted that all meetings are open to anyone with concerns.

Elections: Since there were only as many applications as openings it was voted to have the following as the SCC for 2019-20
Chair: Kylie Jones   Vice-chair: Chantel Olsen
Parent members: Nicole Porter (2nd year), Vanessa Park (2019-21), Amber Elliott (2019-21), Employees: Diana Payne, Katie Clark (2nd year), Teri Daynes
Brenda Shamo will take minutes

Meetings will be held the 2nd Thurs of each month at 9:15 AM

Motion to approve changes to the Land trust plan for 2019-20 - It was approved to put $1000 more for “Book bags” and to add $10,000 to FTE to cover insurance costs. We also discussed paying $240 to cover a class subscription for a social studies paper for 5th grade (since this was not on the agenda we will approve this at our next meeting). We are hopeful that we will not need to fund ½ a teacher, but our enrollment is very close to the cut off amount.

6th grade reconfiguration - We have sent in a letter requesting an informational meeting with the superintendent. This will take place on September 18 at 6:30 PM at Kearns High. We are hearing right now that Kearns junior wants to reconfigure, but Jefferson might not. It was also approved to request a survey of the community. The change is probably not going to happen until, at the earliest, the 2020-2021 school year. Taylorsville is having their informational meeting tonight at 7 PM. With the magnet program and since we will probably become a split feeder, we all agreed it would be nice if the whole district could reconfigure at the same time so we don’t have a split 6th grade with some moving to junior high and some not.

Population Analysis Study - The final decision for our possible boundary changes will be in December. We are concerned about the kids crossing 6200 S and we will definitely need to discuss that with our “Safe Walking Routes” later in the year. There will be a meeting on Sept 19th at 7 at Westbrook.

Adjourned at 10 AM      Next meeting Oct 10 9:15 AM